
  

  

Abstract— Learning-by-imitation approaches for developing 
human-robot interaction logic are relatively new, but they have 
been gaining popularity in the research community in recent 
years. Learning interaction logic from human-human 
interaction data provides several benefits over explicit 
programming, including a reduced level of effort for interaction 
design and the ability to capture unconscious, implicit social 
rules that are difficult to articulate or program. In previous 
work, we have shown a technique capable of learning behavior 
logic for a service robot in a shopping scenario, based on non-
annotated speech and motion data from human-human example 
interactions. That approach was effective in reproducing 
reactive behavior, such as question-answer interactions.  In our 
current work (still in progress), we are focusing on reproducing 
mixed-initiative interactions which include proactive behavior 
on the part of the robot. We have collected a much more 
challenging data set featuring high variability of behavior and 
proactive behavior in response to backchannel utterances. We 
are currently investigating techniques for reproducing this 
mixed-initiative behavior and for adapting the robot’s behavior 
to customers with different needs. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

As robotic technologies improve, the possibility of service 
robots in the real world becomes closer to reality. Service 
robots will need to interact directly with human users, raising 
a number of difficult challenges. One such challenge is the 
problem of how to create the overall application logic for 
interactive robots, including interactive dialog and interactive 
motion planning. 

Although high-level interaction logic might traditionally be 
programmed manually by an interaction designer, we propose 
a data-driven technique, in which machine learning 
techniques could be used to learn application logic through 
imitation of human behavior. We propose that for situations 
where large amounts of example human-human interaction 
data is available, such data-driven approaches could produce 
more reliable interaction logic and require less effort than 
manual programming.  

In this paper, we will first summarize our previous work on 

 
 

this topic, in which we demonstrated a technique for 
reproducing interactive behaviors which were primarily user-
initiated [1, 2]. We will then present the current state of our 
work in progress, which examines the challenge of mixed-
initiative interaction. We will describe the data set we have 
collected for this new project and discuss a possible solution 
for an extension of our technique to mixed-initiative 
interaction. 

II. RELATED WORK 

A. Learning from Data 

In many areas of robotics, machine learning approaches 
such as learning-by-demonstration are often utilized to learn 
from a dataset of examples in order to reproduce a 
demonstrated task, as it is easier for humans, including non-
robotic-experts, to input poses, e.g., by moving an arm 
manually, than to explicitly specify them numerically. Some 
examples include trajectory following [3, 4] or joint motion 
replication [5]. Often these approaches are used with low-
level inputs such as sensory-motor patterns, rather than 
cognitive and decision-making skills. 

In social robotics as well, machine learning has been used 
to teach low-level behaviors, for example to mimic gestures 
and movements [6] and to learn how to direct gaze in response 
to gestural cues [7]. In one example, pointing and gaze 
behaviors were recognized in an imitative game using a 
hidden Markov model [8].  

Data-driven dialogue systems have been demonstrated in 
robots which infer meanings from spoken utterances. Rybski 
et al. developed an algorithm which allowed a human to 
interact with a robot with a subset of spoken English language 
in order to train the robot on a new task [9]. Meena et al. used 
a data-driven chunking parser for automatic interpretation of 
spoken route directions for robot navigation [10].  

The focus of our work differs from these other works in that 
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Fig. 1. Overview of the proposed learning technique. Left: Collecting data 
from example human-human interactions.  Right: Reproducing human 
behavior in a service robot. 



  

we are trying to reproduce overall high-level interaction logic, 
rather than specific elements of interaction, based on training 
examples observed from real human-human interaction, with 
natural spoken dialogue. 

B. Using the crowd for learning  

With the advancement of high-precision tracking systems 
able to monitor real social environments [11, 12], it is 
becoming possible to collect large amounts of detailed 
interaction data with little effort. This suggests the possibility 
of using a “crowdsourcing” approach, like the distributed 
techniques used over the web to solve complex problems, e.g. 
users on Amazon’s Mechanical Turk helping to annotate 
images for grasp planning [13].  

The use of real human interaction data collected from 
sensors for learning interactive behaviors has been 
investigated in numerous works. The robot JAMES was 
developed to serve drinks in a bar setting, in which a number 
of supervised (i.e. dialog management) and unsupervised 
learning techniques (i.e. clustering of social states) have been 
applied to learn social interaction [14]. In contrast, we 
propose a completely unsupervised approach for both 
abstraction and clustering of social states as well as for robot 
behavior generation   

In Young et al.’s work [15] [16], a person provides an 
example of an interactive locomotion style, which is used to 
teach the robot to generate interactive locomotive behaviors 
in real time according to that style. We also propose to use 
real human interaction to train the robot, but our focus is not 
only the robot’s motion, but its speech as well.  

Connectivity to the web has also changed the way 
interaction data can be collected. The Robot Management 
System framework was developed to make learning of 
manipulation and navigation tasks easier by collecting 
demonstrations from remote users through a browser as a 
game [17]. The Restaurant Game used annotated 
crowdsourced data to generate abstracted representation of 
data to automate game characters [18]. The Mars Escape 
online game used crowdsourcing to learn robot behaviors [19-
21]. The idea was to use a data-driven approach to develop 
human robot interaction (HRI) behaviors from players of an 
online collaborative game to provide large amounts of 
training data and reproduce behaviors in a real autonomous 
robot. 

Our work complements these approaches by considering a 
crowd-based data collection from sensors in a physical 
environment, where some new challenges include resolving 
recognition ambiguities due to sensor noise and natural 
variation of human behavior. 

 

III.   MATERIALS AND METHODS 

In our previous study, we sought to reproduce speech and 
locomotion behaviors of participants role-playing a 
shopkeeper in a camera shop scenario [1].  Since this study is 
an extension of that work, we will summarize the important 

points of that technique here. 

A. Objective 

In the near future, we expect that it will be feasible to place 
sensors in real social environments which can passively 
observe human social behaviors, such as motion and speech. 
Such technologies would allow enormous amounts of 
interaction data to be collected in real interactive 
environments, such as retail shops, care centers, schools, or 
homes.  By using such data, we believe it should be possible 
to train robots to perform the socially-interactive duties of 
service providers in those environments.  

The goal of our previous study was to provide a proof-of-
concept demonstration that it is possible to learn high-level 
interaction logic from passive observation of human behavior, 
in an entirely data-driven way. That is, the technique should 
not depend on any kind of manual annotation or cleanup of 
the sensor data.  We see this as an important requirement in 
order to utilize “big data” such as the interaction data 
described above. 

For this study, we chose a camera shop scenario, in which 
two participants, one representing a shopkeeper and one 
representing a customer, role-played interactions in a 
simulated shop environment, in which the shopkeeper 
provided recommendations and answered the customer’s 
questions about features of three cameras (Canon, Sony, and 
Panasonic).  These interactions involved both dialog and 
motion, as the participants needed to walk between the 
camera displays in the shop. The objective was to learn the 
shopkeeper’s speech and motion behavior logic so that the 
shopkeeper could be replaced with a humanoid robot. 
 

B. Data collection technique 

To capture the participants’ motion and speech data, we 
used a human position tracking system to record people’s 
positions in the room (Fig. 2), and we used a set of handheld 
smartphones for speech recognition. 

The position tracking system used data from 16 Microsoft 
Kinect 1 sensors arranged in rows on the ceiling. Particle 
filters were used to estimate the position and body orientation 
of each person in the room based on point cloud data [11]. 

    
     

Figure 2. Environment setup for our study, featuring three camera displays. 
Sensors on the ceiling were used for tracking human position, and 
smartphones carried by the participants were used to capture speech. 



  

Speech was captured via a smartphone with a hands-free 
headset, using the Android speech recognition API to 
recognize utterances and sending the text to a server via Wi-
Fi. Users were required to touch the mobile screen to indicate 
the beginning and end of their speech. Ideally, we would like 
to use automatic detection of speech activity and to collect 
data passively, using sensors mounted in the environment, but 
reliable technologies to do this are not yet easily available. 

Using this data capture system, we collected 178 
interactions, including 1194 customer utterances and 1233 
shopkeeper utterances.   

C. Learning techniques 

The details of data processing, abstraction, vectorization, 
and learning are fairly complex, so we will only summarize 
them here.  For a full explanation, please see our journal paper 
on this work [2]. 

Our basic approach was to abstract the behaviors of the 
shopkeeper into a finite set of discrete speech and motion 
“actions,” each of which could be reproduced with a robot. A 
classifier was then trained such that vectorized 
representations of customer actions could be used to predict 
when any one of these discrete robot actions should be 
executed. 

1) Abstractions 
The first main challenge of this approach was how to 

reduce the dimensionality of the human behaviors detected by 
the sensors into a usable and meaningful feature vector. We 
used several abstraction techniques to achieve this: 

• We spatially clustered people’s moving and stopped 
trajectories, to identify a discrete set of typical 
stopping locations (Fig. 3)  and motion trajectories 
for each role (customer and shopkeeper). This way, 
movement could be modeled as simple sequences of 
moving and stopping, rather than using raw (x,y) 
position data. For stopping positions, we used k-means 
clustering, and for moving trajectories we used k-
medoid clustering based on spatiotemporal matching 
using dynamic time warping.  

• We identified common spatial formations, such as 
“face-to-face” and “present object”, which correspond 
to existing HRI proxemics models.  By modeling the 
spatial interaction as a series of transitions between 
different proxemics formations, the details of exact 
relative positioning can be computed by the model, 
reducing the amount of data needed for learning. 

• We performed speech vectorization of the customer 
and shopkeeper using common text-processing 
techniques such as removal of stop words, stemming, 
enumeration of n-grams, and Latent Semantic 
Analysis, as well as using a pre-trained model from 
AlchemyAPI cloud-based service1  to automatically 
extract keywords. 

• To identify discrete robot speech actions, we 
clustered the shopkeeper utterances using dynamic 

 
1 http://www.alchemyapi.com 

hierarchical clustering [22]. A total of 233 utterance 
clusters were generated. 

2) Action Discretization and Learning 
We developed a simple set of rules for discretizing 

customer and shopkeeper actions in the training data. We 
defined an “action” to have occurred whenever a participant 
spoke an utterance and/or changed their moving state 
(stopped to moving, or vice versa).  When two shopkeeper 
actions were detected consecutively, they were merged into 
one action according to a set of rules. In this way, every 
interaction could be modeled as a sequence of customer 
actions followed by shopkeeper actions. This enables us to 
train a classifier to predict an appropriate shopkeeper action 
whenever a customer action is detected. 

 
3) Learning 

The robot’s interaction logic was learned by training a 
classifier to predict a discrete robot action given an input 
consisting of a vectorized representation of the customer 
action.  Specifically we used a Naïve Bayesian classifier, and 
the input vector was defined to contain the following 
information: 

• Text vectorization of the customer speech  
• Spatial state of the customer (location, motion 

origin, and motion target) 
• Spatial state of the shopkeeper/robot (location, 

motion origin, and motion target) 
• Spatial formation of the customer and 

shopkeeper/robot (face-to-face, present product, 
waiting, or other) 

The final input vector was 393 dimensions (346 from text 
and keywords, and 47 from spatial information), and it was 
used to predict one of 467 possible robot actions 
(combinations of utterance clusters and target locations). 

Robot actions were defined as follows: 
• If the shopkeeper spoke an utterance in the training 

data, the corresponding speech cluster ID was 
included in the robot action. 

• A target location for the action is identified. If the 
shopkeeper is stopped when the action is detected, 

 

 
Figure 3. Customer stopping locations for the previous study, identified 
through unsupervised clustering. 



  

then that stopping location is used.  If the shopkeeper 
is moving, then the motion target location is used. 

• “None” was also included as a possible robot action. 
 

During online operation, the predicted robot action was 
executed in the robot as follows: 

• If the predicted action contains an utterance cluster ID, 
the robot speaks the “typical utterance” for that cluster, 
chosen by finding the utterance that has the highest 
average similarity score to other utterances in that 
cluster. 

• If the predicted target location is different from the 
robot’s current location, the robot moves to the new 
target location. 

D. Performance/evaluation summary from previous work 

A comparison study was conducted to evaluate the robot’s 
performance using our proposed system, compared with a 
baseline system which did not use techniques such as 
clustering of utterances or abstraction of interaction states, 
which we consider to be the concepts at the core of our 
proposed technique. For the details of this study, please see 
[2]. 

The results of this evaluation showed that the proposed 
system significantly outperformed the baseline system in a 
variety of metrics, including social appropriateness, 
consistency of speech and motion, correctness of wording, 
and an overall evaluation. 

Another interesting result showed that the proposed system 
produced socially-acceptable behaviors 84.8% of the time, 
whereas automatic speech recognition (ASR) accuracy was 
only 76.8%. That is, our proposed system was shown to be 
robust to errors in speech recognition. 

We were quite pleased with the accuracy and lifelikeness 

of the robot’s behaviors, but that study had some limitations. 
The interactions in that study were mostly question-answer 
exchanges, and they included no representation of interaction 
history. Table I shows an example interaction from that study. 
Notice that the shopkeeper is always reacting to the customer.  
Even the shopkeeper’s first utterance can be modeled as a 
reactive behavior responding to the customer entering the 
shop.  Table II shows an example of a human-robot 
interaction generated using that technique. 

 In our current work, we are aiming to enrich the set of 
learned behaviors to include situations where the robot can 
generate behaviors proactively, rather than always responding 
to questions.  To achieve this goal, we needed to conduct a 
new data collection. 

IV.  PROACTIVE INTERACTION DATA  

To capture naturally proactive behavior, we conducted a 
new data collection, with a single participant playing the role 
of shopkeeper. Through interviews and trial interactions, we 
chose a participant with a naturally outgoing personality and 
a great interest in cameras and photography.  Our objective 
was to try and reproduce the proactive nature of his 
personality.  

A. Data Collection 

The data collection was conducted with the same setup as 
the first data collection, using the same room configuration, 
position tracking system, and smartphone-based speech 
recognition application. Three new camera models were 
chosen for the scenario. 

TABLE I. EXAMPLE TRAINING INTERACTION FROM PREVIOUS STUDY  

C: Customer, S: Shopkeeper 
 
C: (Enters shop) 
S: (Approaches customer) Hi are you looking for anything in 
particular today? 
C: Yes I would like to… I am looking for a camera with good storage 
memory. 
S: (Guides to Canon) Ok the Canon Rebel XTi can hold 10000 photos. 
C: Ok, that is very good. What about the price? 
S: This camera is $400. 
C: I see. Is it heavy? 
S: Yes, very heavy. 
C: How much? 
S: Like, a kilogram. 
C: I see, that is very heavy. Well I will think about it. Thank you. 
(Leaves shop) 
S: Sure, no problem. 

   
 

TABLE III.  EXAMPLE INTERACTION FROM NEW STUDY (PROACTIVE) 

C: Customer, S: Shopkeeper 
 
(Shopkeeper and Customer talking at Nikon) 
C: That sounds good… and how much does it cost? 
S: It's only 68 dollars. 
C: Oh, very cheap! 
S: Anything cheaper than this has been replaced by mobile phones. 
C: (Silence for 10 seconds) 
S: You can see it's very light, it's only 120 grams and small so it fits in 
your pocket. 

  

 

TABLE II.  EXAMPLE HUMAN -ROBOT INTERACTION FROM PREVIOUS STUDY 

C: Customer, R: Robot 
 
C: (Enters shop) 
R: Hi, is there anything I can help you with today? 
C: (moves to Panasonic) Yes, this camera, how's the battery life? 
R: (moves to Panasonic) Long battery life of 9 hours. 
C: Ah, I see. And the weight? 
R: This camera is 150 grams and it can fit in your pocket. 
C: Oh, that's very convenient. Thank you. (begins walking away) 
R: Ok. (moves back to service counter) 
C: (moves to Canon) How about this one? How is the storage memory? 
R: (while moving to Canon) Yes, it can store 10000 photos. 
C: How much is it? 
R: This is $400. 
C: Ok. What colors does it come in? 
R: Intense grey, red, and brown colors. 
C: Actually... (moves back to Panasonic) 
R: (moves to Panasonic) 
C: What's the optimal zoom for this camera? 
R: 5x optical zoom. 
C: Oh, ok. Thank you. (begins walking to door) 
R: No problem. (returns to service counter) 

   
 



  

Customer participants were instructed to browse as much 
or as little as they liked, and they could ask questions about 
cameras or simply listen to the shopkeeper’s 
recommendations. To create variation in the interactions, 
customer participants were asked to role-play either “novice” 
or “advanced” customers and ask questions that would be 
appropriate for their role. Some camera features were chosen 
to be more interesting for novice users (color, weight, etc.) 
and others were more advanced (High-ISO performance, 
details of the autofocus system, etc.), although they were not 
explicitly labeled as such. 

Customer participants were not given a specific target 
feature or goal for the interaction, as we were mostly 
interested in capturing the shopkeeper’s proactive sales 
behavior. All participants were instructed to focus their 
discussion on the features listed on the camera spec sheet, to 
minimize the amount of “off-topic” discussion. 

We recruited a total of 9 customer participants (8 male, 1 
female, average age 34.1), who conducted 12 interactions 
each (6 as advanced and 6 as novice). The final data set 
included a total of 2568 shopkeeper utterances and 2299 
customer utterances. 

B. Data Properties 

This interaction data differed from that of the previous 
study in a few ways.  First, the shopkeeper’s utterances tended 
to be much longer and more complex, sometimes talking 
about 2 or 3 topics in one sentence.  Second, the shopkeeper 
often proactively spoke if some silence had elapsed after his 
last utterance.  Third, the customers demonstrated more 
“backchannel” utterances. For example, a customer might 
say, “oh, ok,” after listening to an explanation, but not ask a 
follow-up question. In such situations, the shopkeeper in this 
study often performed proactive behaviors, such as 
volunteering more information about the current camera or 
continued his previous explanation. 

We performed a preliminary analysis of the customer 
utterances to identify whether an utterance required a 
response (such as a question or a request) or did not require a 
response (such as a backchannel utterance). We found that 
527 (22.8%) of the customer’s 2299 utterances did not seek a 
response from the shopkeeper.  In these situations, we would 
expect that the shopkeeper could choose to perform some 
proactive behavior. 

Table III illustrates an example interaction from the new 
data collection. Notice that after the shopkeeper explains the 
price, the customer agrees with him (“Oh, very cheap!”), but 
does not ask a further question. The shopkeeper then 
volunteers more information regarding the price. Next, after 
several seconds of silence, the shopkeeper proactively 
presents more information about a different feature. 

Figure 4 also shows an interesting difference from the 
previous study, in that the stopping locations do not include 
“service counter”. This is because the proactive shopkeeper 
walked out to meet customers rather than waiting for them to 
approach him. 

These examples show that we can see qualitative 

differences in both speech and motion data for the new data 
set. We are currently exploring ways to extend our system to 
reproduce proactive behaviors like these. 

V. PROPOSED TECHNIQUES 

One important consideration in generating proactive 
behavior is that some level of history representation will be 
necessary. For example, if a customer is silent or says “ok”, 
then the shopkeeper’s next utterance will depend to some 
degree on the shopkeeper’s previous utterance. Other 
utterances may depend on deeper history, for example, if the 
shopkeeper needs to present a new feature of a camera without 
repeating features which have been presented before. 
 However, it is not clear how history of utterances should be 
represented.  For example, it would be possible to store a 
Boolean value for each robot action which has been executed 
previously, but this would not preserve information about 
sequence.  Another option would be to store a full sequence 
of the last n feature vectors, but this could increase the 
dimensionality to the point where learning useful behaviors 
would require an unreasonably large amount of data. 

A. Learning adaptive robot behaviors 

There are many techniques which have been developed for 
learning adaptive robot behaviors, such as goal-directed and 
habitual robot behaviors through a Bayesian dynamic 
working memory system [23], or incorporating history in 
learning for mobile robots [24, 25], we believe this problem 
is a bit closer to the field of language or dialog learning. In 
particular, many techniques involving deep neural networks 
have been developed recently for handling language-related 
tasks, which are inherently sequential and require some level 
of history or memory. 

Recurrent neural networks are often used for tasks like 
language processing, and Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) 
recurrent neural network techniques are often used for tasks 
such as word-by-word machine reading, where the meaning 
of a sentence can only be understood when interpreted in the 
context of previously encountered words [26].  

Some techniques have been developed for generating 
automated dialog and answering questions, such as the Neural 
Responding Machine [27]. LSTM networks have also been 

 
Figure 4. Customer stopping locations from the new data collection. Note that 
there are only five clusters, as opposed to the six from the previous study. 



  

used in conjunction with convolutional neural networks for 
question-answering tasks[28]. A related technique is the End-
to-End memory network, which has been used for tasks like 
language modeling and question answering [29]. This 
technique learns which part of an input sequence is important 
for predicting the answer to a question. 

B. Attention Model 

One deep-learning technique which we think seems 
promising for history representation is a structure called an 
“attention model”. Studies based on attention mechanisms 
exist, such as modeling attentional modulation with flexible 
scheduling for periodic tasks of a behavior-based robotic 
system [30, 31].  In this work,  we are considering an attention 
model like that proposed by Raffel and Ellis in [32]. 

The basic concept behind this attention model is illustrated 
in Fig. 5.  In this network, the output vectors of multilayer 
perceptrons (ht-n .. ht) representing the information from the 
last n time steps (actions in the dataset) are multiplied by 
weighting factors (αt-n .. αt). The weighting factors themselves 
are learned from the vectors (ht-n .. ht) via a second multilayer 
perceptron. The weighted vectors are then combined 
additively to produce an output vector c, which is finally used 
to predict the robot action. The interesting part of this 
architecture is that the weighting factors α are determined 
dynamically, and thus, depending on the context, the system 
could automatically determine whether it should consider the 
most recent action or other actions from the interaction history 
in predicting the next robot action. 

For example, in a question-answer situation, we would 
expect that the most recent customer action (that is, the 
question), represented by ht, would be the most important 
contributing factor to the decision process, so αt should have 
the highest weight.  In a situation where the customer said “I 
see,” perhaps the shopkeeper’s last utterance (ht-1) or other 
utterances in the history would have stronger weight, because 
knowledge of these history elements would be more helpful 
in predicting an appropriate proactive behavior to avoid 
repetition or choose a new utterance relevant to the previous 
discussion. 

VI.  PRELIMINARY RESULTS 

Although this work is still in an early stage, we have 
implemented a version of this attention model. Reproducing 
proactive robot behaviors that are robust to noisy sensor data 
remains part of the challenge for this work. Here we will show 
some early results showing some examples of the 
effectiveness (and ineffectiveness) of this technique.   

A. Learning System Implementation 

To generate the embeddings (ht-n .. ht) in Fig. 5, we used 
autoencoders trained on a vectorization of the input text. Text 
was first processed according to the procedure used in the 
previous study (removal of stopwords, enumeration of n-
grams, keyword identification, and latent semantic analysis), 
resulting in a 300-dimensional vector. Likewise, we extracted 
the keywords for each utterances, and processed the keywords 
in the same way, resulting in an additional 50 dimensions. 

This vector was then input to a 4-layer autoencoder with 
800 hidden units in each layer, then was trained with a tanh 
activation for each layer, with an output dimensionality of 
200. Customer and shopkeeper utterances were embedded 
into different spaces, and we used a "leaky rectifier" �LReLU� 
nonlinearity to compute ��:  

 

 
Figure 5. Attention model architecture. 

Example 1: Typical exchange (non-question, but reactive) 
 

 C: Excuse me. 

 S: How can I help? 

 C: I am looking for a camera. 

Predicted: “Can I ask what sort of pictures you take?” 
 

 
Example 2: Answering questions (reactive) 
 

 C: ...and the ISO? 

 S: Up to 3200 it's pretty good in low light up to late evening.  It'll 
take those pictures without much noise. 

 C: And what about the color of this camera? 

Predicted: “It comes in black, white, and silver.” 
 

 
Example 3: Presenting unsolicited information (proactive) 
 

 C: And what about the color of this camera? 

 S: It comes in black, white, and silver. 

 C: I see. 

Predicted: “You can upload directly to Facebook  
through a wireless link.” 

 

 
Figure 6. Examples of successful predictions using our attention network 
technique for a history length of 3.  Shaded boxes show the relative weight 
assigned to each utterance, indicating its importance in predicting the final 
prediction. Darker shading indicates higher weight. 
 



  

�� = 
��
������ + ���� 
  
The weighting factors were then computed using: 
 

����� = tanh ������ + ���� 
 
We then added another hidden layer using leaky rectifier 
nonlinearity to compute the output: 
 

� = 
��
����� + ���) 
 
The output � is trained against the target value with a cross 
entropy objective for 10000 epochs. Details of the leaky 
rectifier technique can be found in [33]. 

B. Prediction Examples 

Figure 6 shows some examples of predictions made by our 
system. For simplicity of presentation, only utterances are 
shown, but our intention is to incorporate spatial data as well.  
These examples were generated by taking a sequence of three 
utterances from the training data (customer – shopkeeper – 
customer) and feeding them into the classifier to predict an 
output shopkeeper utterance. 

Example 1 shows a typical exchange which occurs at the 
beginning of many interactions – when a customer asks for 
help in selecting a camera, the shopkeeper usually asks what 
kind of pictures he/she takes. In this example, the attention 
model has selected the most recent customer utterance (“I am 
looking for a camera”) as the most important in predicting the 
shopkeeper’s response. 

Example 2 shows a typical exchange in which a customer 
asks several questions about features of a camera.  In this case, 
the predictor correctly predicted the answer, but it seemed to 
consider both the customer’s current and previous utterances 
as being equally important. We have seen many examples 
where this happens, and we currently have no good 
explanation of why this occurs. 

Example 3 shows a typical example of a situation where 
the shopkeeper must generate proactive behavior which is not 
answering a question.  In this case, the attention model 
chooses the customer’s previous utterance as the most 
relevant. We hypothesize that this is because the customer’s 
previous question helps to define the set of proactive 
behaviors which would be appropriate in this context.  In this 
case, the system chooses to present a different feature of the 
same camera.  Since this is a feature of the same camera and 
since the robot is not repeating itself (presenting the same 
feature twice), we consider this to be a socially appropriate 
behavior. 

These examples show some successful predictions, but we 
are not claiming that this is a workable solution yet. In fact, 
the predictor fails fairly often using our current approach. 
These examples were chosen because they illustrate the 
possibility that an attention model such as this could feasibly 
be a useful tool for incorporating history in the learning of 
interaction logic.  However, we are continuing to develop the 

system and search for solutions which are robust and 
generalizable to other scenarios and datasets. By presenting 
this work at this workshop, we hope to start some discussion 
about possible approaches that might be useful for this 
difficult task. 

VII.  DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

A. Discussion 

The theme of this workshop is “behavior adaptation, 
interaction and learning for assistive robotics”, and although 
our chosen retail scenario may differ somewhat from the 
target applications of assistance for the elderly and disabled, 
we believe that the principles behind this work are highly 
relevant. 

Regarding adaptation to users, we are endeavoring to create 
a data-driven technique for learning the subtleties of 
interaction logic when dealing with a variety of users. In our 
camera shop scenario, the “novice” and “advanced” users 
require different kinds of explanation and assistance, and we 
expect that our system should implicitly learn to provide 
service consistent with these different sets of user needs. 

Though our current method requires interactions to be re-
collected when domain knowledge changes (i.e. update in 
camera price). It would be interesting to investigate solutions 
to this problem in future work, such as using a data-driven 
way to update the system with new knowledge, or 
automatically extract and update a feature specification such 
as the camera’s price. 

We believe that a technique like the one we propose could 
be helpful in learning interaction logic for assistive robots, 
because the learning could be done directly from caregivers 
and domain experts, simply by observing them in the process 
of providing services as they usually do. Eventually, if large 
amounts of speech, motion, and other types of interaction data 
could be captured passively in care facilities or hospitals, it 
might be possible to use a “big data” approach to create very 
rich interactions in assistive robots, for example to enable 
conversational robots to learn “active listening” skills to 
encourage dementia patients to communicate. 

B. Conclusion 

To put this work into perspective, we understand that it 
does not seem practical to entirely replace the role of a human 
interaction designer with a machine learning technique. 
Realistically speaking, it will always be necessary to have 
some visibility into a robot’s reasoning and to have the ability 
to debug and improve the robot’s behavior.  

In an eventual real-world system, we expect that a hybrid 
approach would be best, combining the strengths of data-
driven learning and manual design. The learning component 
could contribute by collecting the base set of behaviors and 
conditions, discovering fringe cases which might not be 
anticipated by a designer, and uncovering rules governed by 
implicit knowledge of which a designer might not be aware.  
The manual design component could then be useful for fine-
tuning behaviors, correcting errors from noisy data, and 



  

extending or updating the robot’s behavior set. 
To conclude, the problem of learning mixed-initiative 

interaction logic from data is a difficult one. As we have 
described in this paper, we believe that the attention model 
technique shows promise as a flexible way to incorporate 
interaction history into a data-driven technique for learning 
interaction logic by imitation.  By presenting this work at this 
workshop, we also hope to gather insights and suggestions 
from other participants and build upon the knowledge of the 
human-robot interaction community to develop reusable and 
generalizable techniques for learning top-level interaction 
logic for service robots. 
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